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Who says Tamils don’t network,
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social clubs and NGOs
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stations was its first official service project
Spent $1.6bn to immunize more than
2.5bn children in 122 countries
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he story is likely apocryphal but illustrative.
A speaker at a meeting
said, “When two Bengalis come together a
work of literature happens; when
two Gujaratis come together a
business venture emerges and
when two Punjabis come together
a new technology surfaces.” He
then paused to ask what would
happen if two Tamils came together and then replied, “First let
them come together,” to which the
crowd burst out in laughter. The
laughter erupted from the underlying message that Tamils don’t
like the company of each other.
But, a casual glance at the rising
number of social clubs and NGOs
in Tamil Nadu urges one to ask if
the statement is true.
Be it Rotary Clubs, Lions
Clubs, Toast Masters International or any NGO, Tamil Nadu ranks
number one in the country. Former Lions International director
N S Sankar says Lions has the
largest presence in TN with every
fourth club member belonging to
the state. He adds that the quest to
exhibit organizational skills and
make friends is what brings more
people to the organization.
Rotary International, the second largest organization in India,
has a total of 140,000 Rotarians of
which nearly 28,000 are from TN.
A study conducted in Chennai
Rotary clubs revealed that one of
the primary reasons for people to
join social clubs was to improve
their networking abilities in business and in their profession. ISAK
Nazar, former Rotary governor,
says the international presence of
the organisation is an attraction
for Tamils. One of the prominent
leaders in Lions, Sadasivam,
points to an increase in awareness
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among Tamils to contribute to social and welfare activities.
Incoming Rotary International
director Basker, however, holds a
different view. “Families are increasingly becoming nuclear
which in turn makes people look
for security in social groups. The
diversity that these organisations
offer in terms of religion, caste
and language is another factor
that attracts people.”
Business Networking India
(BNI) has nearly 50 of its 300 chapters in Tamil Nadu. “The quest for
success in business brings more
people into the fold,” says J Surendran, BNI’s executive director.
Confederation of Tamil, Agricul-
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ture, Commerce, Industry and
Services (CTACIS), founded along
the lines of BNI by Fr Jegath
Gasper, has 11 chapters in TN and
four in Malaysia. Toast Masters
International, an NGO which focuses on developing public speaking and leadership skills through
community activity, has grown to
125 clubs in the past 10 years in TN.
Round Table India, which has contributed significantly in building
schools across the country, was
formed in Chennai in 1962. Out of
200 plus tables in India more than
20% are in TN, said Nandini Paul,
executive head.
“Tamil Nadu is a highly urbanised state. Smaller cities and towns

Formed in Chennai in 1962
by John Burton
Helps youngsters to get
acquaintances, network and
do service to society
Maximum age bar is 40

BNI
American business networking
organization founded in 1985
Each chapter has people from different
vocations

are turning cosmopolitan and club
culture is becoming an integral
part of society,” says Chinna Durai Abdulla, the incoming Rotary
governor from Ramanathapuram.
Service coupled with networking is the hallmark of these clubs.
When Chennai was inundated by
floods in December 2015,
Sankaranarayanan, a rotarian
hailing from a small village Pulliyangudi, roped in his friends
from Cuddalore and Chennai to
start a relief operation that collected `2.5 crore.
Annoyed at the malicious circulation of a photo of a woman
nursing her baby, Ashok Padmaraj, a former Rotary governor

from Nagercoil, with the help of
co-rotarians, constructed a small
enclosure at the local bus station
for feeding mothers. Soon, similar
facilities opened at Tirunelveli
and Ramanathapuram.
Besides social and networking
clubs, TN also boasts of the highest number of registered and unregistered NGOs. There are also
innumerable forums in the name
of Thiruvalluvar, Bharathiyar
and Bharathidasan where people
meet and have regular discourses.
(The author is a former
Rotary district governor)
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TN NEET bills bad in
law, Prez nod unlikely
standards for medical education; hence,
it lies within the exclusive legislative
ecent bills passed by the state gov- field of the Union government. On the
ernment to stop NEET exam- contrary, for the President to give his
based admission to medical assent to the bills under Article 242(2),
courses in TN are waiting for the Pres- it should be ensured that the two bills
ident’s nod. But that expectation rests fall within the legislative fields in the
concurrent list and be upheld on the
on weak legal ground.
On August 4, 2016, the Union govern- presumption that the said encroachment amended the Indian Medical ment of these two bills is only unintenCouncil Act, 1953, making NEET “a tional or incidental.
According to the doctrine of pith
uniform entrance examination to all
medical educational institutions at the and substance when a statute, in its true
undergraduate level and post-graduate nature and character, falls within the
level”. The Indian Medical Council Act, powers conferred on the legislature
which enacted it, an incidental en1953 is essentially to set standards of
croachment on matters set out in anmedical education and not provision of
medical education. By amending this other List would not invalidate it. This
Act with regard to the standards for is decided by the pith, that is, the nature
admission in under-graduate and post- of the Act and substance, that is, the
graduate courses in medical education, important aspects/contents of the Act.
When the process of admission itthe power to legislate on admission
process in medical colleges also falls self is considered an integral part of
the setting of standards of
within the exclusive legislaAGAINST medical education that betive field of the Union governlongs to the Union government.
CENTRE
ment, then the nature of these
In 2006, the TN assembly
two bills is clearly an usurpation of the
was able to remove the requirement of
the entrance exam for admission in power to set standards of medical eduprofessional courses by enacting the cation from the Indian Medical Council.
Tamil Nadu Admission in Professional Further the purpose of these bills is to
Educational Institutions Act, 2006 as replace the process of admission in
then there was no central legislation medical colleges as directed in the cenlaying down rules for admission in pro- tral legislation, that is, NEET exam.
fessional education except to adhere to Therefore the intended substance of the
the 10+2 pattern of school education. said bills is to subvert the NEET examThe assent of the President was ob- based admission process in the state.
tained under Article 242(2), citing educa- The two Acts of Tamil Nadu cannot be
entertained for the assent of the Presition is in the concurrent field.
It is evident from the entry 25 of the dent under Article 242(2). It is best if the
concurrent list that a state assembly state government concentrates on imcould legislate on education without proving schooling with an aim to preprejudice to the entry 66 of the Union pare the students for NEET exam.
list. But the recently passed bills en(R Srinivasan is an associate
croached into the exclusive legislative
professor in Madras University and
fields of the Union government. The
Deepika Sekar is a lawyer in the
process of admission in medical coursMadras high court)
es is seen as an integral part of setting
R Srinivasan & Deepika Sekar
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